Home Learning Pack 2
Here are some suggested activities; we would love to see what you have been
doing.
Communication and Language






Personal, Social and Emotional
Development





Physical Development






Reading
(Practice something each day)






Writing
(Practice something each day)





Follow simple 2-part instructions
from family, e.g. tidying up,
helping with jobs around the
house.
Dressing up and roleplaying
Getting into character and
imagining your house is a castle
etc
Draw and talk about what makes
a good friend
Take turns and share toys with
your family
Talk about ways to stay safe e.g.
how to use scissors, staying away
from hot water, identify safe
adults
Practice moving in a range of
ways, e.g. crawling, slithering,
rolling, jumping
Go to the park and practice
jumping and landing safely,
climbing up things safely.
Play chasing games, remembering
to avoid obstacles.
Read a range of traditional tales
Read word containing m, d, g, o, c,
k e.g. dog, god, cog, mog
Predict what happens next in a
story
Remember vocabulary from a
story and talking about the
meaning of new words
Learn the alphabet
Practice writing your own name
and family members names
Practice writing initial phonemes,




Maths
(Practice something each day)








Understanding the World







Expressive Art and Design






e.g. m for man, d for dog
Form letters correctly
Write some CVCs segmenting
them e.g. dog, god, mog
Draw a picture to match the CVC
you write
Recognise numbers to 10
Form numbers to 10
Represent numbers using marks,
e.g. write the number 4 and find
4 toys
Accurately count objects to 10
Compare two groups of objects
e.g. toys and saying which one is
greater or less than
Draw a picture of someone
important in our community e.g.
policeman and talk about their
role
Talk about an experience from
your own past e.g. holiday,
birthday Christmas
Talk about some similarities and
difference in relation to their
friends and family e.g. who has
brown hair, who has a brother,
who has a sister.
Role play being a superhero or a
princess
Make a teddy bear picnic
Sing your favourite songs,
nursery rhymes and poems.
Can you move in time to music!

